
When His Eyes Opened by Simple Silence 

Chapter 970 
 

“The boss asked me to take you to the airport.” The bodyguard entered the 

elevator with her after the elevator door opened. 

“I don‟t want you to send it!” 

 “What are you yelling at me?” the bodyguard scolded, “I‟m just completing the 

task assigned by the boss!” 

She looked at the bodyguard‟s dark face, swallowed the words that were in her 

mouth, and swallowed them back in her stomach. 

All this is bizarre. Something was wrong with her. 

“He asked you to take me to the airport, did he say anything else?” Avery asked 

in a low voice. 

Bodyguard said, “You wipe away your tears first, I‟m upset to see you crying.” 

Avery raised her hand to wipe the tears from her face: “Has he been threatened?” 

Bodyguard said, “I don‟t know. What he told me The original words are, take 

Avery to the airport as soon as possible.” 

Avery remained silent. 

Bodyguard said, “Based on what I know about my boss, it‟s probably not safe 

here. He quarreled with you because he wanted to cover you first and Leave.” 

The bodyguard thought that after he told Avery like this, Avery would be so 

moved that he stayed with Elliot to advance and retreat together. 



In the eyes of the bodyguards, Avery is a woman who is affectionate and 

righteous, never greedy for life and fear of death. 

Otherwise, the boss would not like her so much. 

As a result, she just silently started to stay. 

“Hey, what are you thinking?” The bodyguard bumped her body with his elbow. 

“Did you hear what I told you just now? Give me some reaction!” 

Avery took a deep breath and said, ” When I get out of the elevator later, do I 

want to continue crying?” 

Bodyguard was speechless. 

Avery looked at the bodyguard and negotiated sincerely: “What if others don‟t let 

me go? I will show grief later. If you want to be a little more desperate, the bad 

guys won‟t be suspicious.” 

Bodyguard was speechless. 

The bodyguard followed Elliot and had seen all kinds of wind and waves, but he 

had never seen Avery, a serious actor! 

The heartbroken woman who dared to cry just now is someone else, not the real 

her. 

Avery is so calm now that she wants to get away, and she has not considered 

whether Elliot will be in danger at all. She is really heartless! 

The bodyguard felt that he had seen the wrong person, and even the boss felt 

worthless! 

Why would you dig your heart out for such a wolf-hearted, ruthless and ruthless 

woman? 



Her behavior truly verified the saying that „the husband and wife are birds of the 

same forest, and when disaster strikes, they fly separately‟! 

The staff of Hallstatt Villa sent the two of them to the foot of the mountain, and 

then drove back to the mountain. 

Avery immediately took out her mobile phone and called the police. 

The bodyguard saw that she decisively finished calling the police, and then called 

Chad, asking Chad to find a way to find someone to rescue Elliot in Hallstatt. 

The bodyguard immediately understood that the reason why she was in a hurry 

to escape was not ruthless, but to save Elliot better. 

Otherwise, if she was trapped on the mountain, not only would she be Elliot‟s fuel 

bottle, but she would not be able to help Elliot in the slightest. 

“Avery, what‟s the next step?” the bodyguard asked with his arms crossed. 

“Why don‟t you go back to the mountain?” Avery said after thinking seriously, 

“otherwise, it would be very dangerous to leave him alone on the mountain. If 

you were there, you could block him.” 

Bodyguard said, “You let me walk up the mountain?” 

Avery looked around, it was relatively remote and she couldn‟t find a car at all. 

 


